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Ci~cular No: (jOi /20 ! (; Dated: 0S I I e 1201,6

Sub: Creation of demand against Disconnection-Reconnection Charges (DC-RC)in SAP IS-U system by the
authorized -person ar establishment section of Customer. Care Centre.

Apart from cash desk (SAP-ISU), WBSEDCL has introduced many other third party collection modes such as
KIOSK,Online Cash Collection Centre, e-Payment. payment through Mobile Walfet etc. At present the demand
of-Disconnection and Reconnection charge can only be created by the person engaged at cash counter.

Creation of demand against Disconnection Charge (DC) and Reconnection Charge (RC) can only be ascertained
once the same has been physically disconnected or reconnected as the case may be and any demand creation
including DC-RC is not possible from any other mode except SAP IS-U system.

It is to be noted that any unpaid Disconnection-Reconnection charges are being included in the subsequent bins
as outstanding unless it is paid earlier. thus the Disconnection and Reconnection Charges are also being coilected
through all modes of payment along with the Energy Bills.

Therefore. to collect Disconnection and' Reconnection Charges through an modes of payment including
OFFUNECash Desk. it is mandatory to create the demand against Disconnection and Reconnection Charges
(DC-RC) in SAP IS-U by the authorized person of the establishment section of the concerned Customer Care
Centre. using T-code "ZDISC _BOOK". once the same has been physically executed or as per the guideline of the
regulation.

Existing system of creation of demand for DC-RC by the person engaged at cash counter ....viIi be discontinued.

This will take immediate effect,
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